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The Mersey Bluff markings have been accepted as petroglyphs attributed to the 
Tasmanian aborigines despite well presented, concise published evidence to the contrary. 
The site is now a tourist attraction. Historical circumstances and the lack of an 
adequat e natural explanation for the markings are largely responsible for this state 
of affairs. Recent geological findings indicate that the dolerite in wh ich the mark
ings occur, displays curviplanar and concentric jointing responsible for many features 
of the markings. Some characteristics of the markings are similar to those caused 
by plant exudates from roots or rhizomes which follow natural irregularities in the 
rocks. 

INTRODUCTION 

A. L. Mes ton ( 1932) reported the discovery of what were believed to be the first
known petroglyphs in Tasmania. He considered the unusual markings on the surface of 
the dolerite to be conventionalized aboriginal engravings of an astounding assortment 
of natural entities including a snake, the head of a bird, a leaf and an abalone shell. 
Also there were geometric patterns " ... circles. concentric circles, large ovals with 
smaller ovals set within and ovals each with a salient which bears a striking likeness 
to a specialized type of aboriginal stone scraper" (Meston 1932, p.14). 

A paper in the same (1932) volume of the proceedings presented the conclusion by 
E.0.G. Scott that the markings are the result of natural, not human agencies (Scott 
1932). Scott listed 19 serious objections to an anthropogenic origin for the features
including a careful consideration of the shapes to which descriptive names were applied,
comparison of them with known petroglyphs, supposed areal and geographic restriction
of the markings and detailed observations on overly deep, overly complex narrow and 
undercut outlines of many of the figures. That paper should have laid the matter to 
rest, and undoubtedly would have, were it not for two factors. Probably the most 
damaging blow to Scott's appraisal of the site was Meston's subsequent, almost immediate 
discovery of unambiguously genuine petroglyphs at Mount Cameron West on Tasmania's 
northwest coast (Meston 1933; Rhys Jones, personal communication). This circumstance,
in conjunction with Scott's weak explanatory proposition that lichens and 'pneumatalog
ical' differentiation of the dolerite were responsible for the spectacular intaglios,
swirling lines and circles, appears to have given Meston a doubt from which he could 
benefit. Geologists were forced to discount Scott's hypothesis of pneumatologic dif
ferentiation because the Mersey Bluff dolerite is isotropic and totally lacks any
evidence of flow layering (Hill 1965). The etching action of slow growing lichens 
alone in producing markings of the magnitude of the "abalone" (0. 72 x O. 52 m greatest 
depth of groove, 58 mm) also seemed untenable. Since 1931, the markings have been 
listed as being at least possible rock carvings by many authors including Jones (1966), 
Lourandos (1970), Vtllger (1972), Sims (1977) and Plomley (1977). Werner, a consultant 
from UNESCO, visited the site in 1970 and pleaded for its preservation. On this basis 
a museum has been established on the site. 
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1. Data from Scott (1932).
2. Measurements from casts.
3. Data from Stockton (1977).

N = number in sample; x = mean; s
variation (100s)

x

standard deviation, range; v coefficient of
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While Scott's (1932) understated suggestion
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some the most ardent supporters of the human orlgln have
ambivalence as to the nature of certain markings. Even Meston (1932) stated

"occasionally the artist has made use of natural uneveness in rock to make his
design stand out more but cracks in the rock have not been used." a
lar concession is that many of the carvings could natural that
been "touched up" by artists. Recent have also used a bold
drawing of the Mersey (Sims 1977, Volger 1972, Plomley 1977) which
tends to simplify and actually the of this extremely complex feature. At
any rate, an examination of the total range markings easily demonstrates Scott's
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JOlnting phenomenon,
naturally des ignated
in complexity those Bluff occur on granite outcrops
northeastern Tasmania (fig.6). have several important
the Mersey Bluff Most of the are
some have deep narrow grooves others are and shallow. Also like those of
Mersey Bluff, many of the markings terminate by becoming increasingly shallower and
broader (fig.S). occur in granite boulders in
continuous varying boldness. origin can be determined by
examining covered with vegetation. Lying similar grooves are
numerous examples roots and rootlets. are almost responsible
for the markings. In one case and root
was completely exposed the root
grooves could be Professor University Tasmania, (personal
communication) that the may be responsible for the grooves
with trees such as myrtle following old made by that species. Whatever the

roots and rhizomes are known to follow cracks of better water supply
to obtain mineral nutrients and may well alter the chemical conditions in the

rhizosphere by increasing acidity and thus slightly accelerate decomposition.

Many of grooves in the rocks at Mersey Bluff are similar in cross-section
shape and mentioned features that the markings are
caused by of tree roots that have eroded by chemical and
physical means segments of curviplanar, radial and concentric oints in the dolerite.
As with the granite, decomposition of the feldspar fraction of the dolerite (which
constitutes 40-50%) of the rock would to local Because the feldspars
are , and occur in clusters or clots to the localised
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FIG.3.- Sketch of markings on granite in the
Blue Tier near Lottah, North Tasmania.
These markings are caused by roots and or
rhizomes of trees or ferns. A similar
of weathering is probably for
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